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IRON AND STEEL IN TOOLS
By Jack Whelan
Remove iron from your workshop and you would have very
few tools left. Ever since an early ape-man picked up an
iron meteorite and made a club from it, this metal has been
a major factor in toolmaking. The tools in your collection
undoubtedly span a period during which major advances
have been made in the technology of iron and steel.
The Bronze Age preceded the Iron Age, because
much higher temperatures were required to recover iron
from its ores than was needed by copper and tin.
Smelting of iron was known in the Middle East and in
India before 2000 BC: heating iron ore with charcoal
produced a spongy mass of iron.
Although cast iron was made in China around 550BC,
the furnaces able to reach iron’s melting point of 2800
degrees F were not commonly available in Europe until
about 1440 AD. Blast furnaces blew hot air through iron ore
mixed with charcoal or coke. The “pig iron” formed is quite
brittle because of high carbon content. (It was called pig
iron because it was discharged from the furnace into linked
sand pits which suggested suckling pigs). Subsequent refining by remelting and exposing to air reduced not only carbon content but also other contaminants. “Wrought iron”
was the product if sand was included in this process and a
reinforcing iron silicate slag was formed. This was the commercial form of iron before mild steel replaced it. It is still
to be found in old naval anchors, etc., sought after by hobby
blacksmiths and master Japanese plane iron makers.
Only generalizations can be made about properties of
cast iron, as different forms can arise depending on the
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Chinese iron workers smelting iron ore to make pig iron and
wrought iron. On the left half of the picture showing the puddling process, while the right half displays men operating a blast
furnace. This illustration is an original from the Tiangong Kaiwu
encyclopedia printed in 1637, written by the Ming Dynasty
encyclopedist Song Yingxing (1587-1666).

temperature history of the material. “White cast iron” has
its carbon chemically combined with iron to form iron carbide or “cementite”. This state is favored by fast cooling,
and is encouraged by casting thin sections in contact with
colder metal. It is quite brittle. The color of the fractured
Continued on page 8
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President’s Corner
ell it’s spring again and tool collecting is in full
swing. Going to spring tool auctions always gets the
blood flowing. (As well as the cash.) This year we
had a new site for the CRAFTS auction. The Oldwick firehouse hosted CRAFTS, and it was a fine setting. We had plenty of early tailgating to start the morning and eventually had
a full parking lot of action. The auction had many quality collectibles and loads of user tools for the craftsman. Often the
tools went much higher than I could afford and the many collectors and dealers kept the bidding competitive. A listing of
these realized prices are on our website –
CRAFTSOFNJ.ORG. Thanks to Steve Zluky & Greg Welsh our
auction managers for all their hard work behind the scenes
to make the auction a success. James Travis our computer
whiz again made the networking system work smoothly. My
thanks to the many other CRAFTS members who took part in
organizing and running tools and assisted with the check in
& out table functions. Our auction is an all volunteer effort
yet runs as smoothly as the professionals.
Early this summer you will be getting a dues reminder.
Please return this in a timely fashion so we can update our
records. We will be asking for email information on this
notice to assist with CRAFTS communication. We will also
be sending a picnic notice as plans are already in the
beginning stages. Plan to attend this event as it is always a
tool filled day with great weather and food. It is one of the
few times each year I have the chance to actually mingle
with all the CRAFTS members as the tailgating slows down
in the late morning hours and the members browse the
displays or attend the craftsman presentation.
As the reason for joining CRAFTS was to enjoy the company of so many like minded folks who enjoy the old tools it
is sad to see a friend pass away. Recently I
received notice that my good friend Bill
Phillips passed away. I was very fortunate
to have known Bill. He was quite a knowledgeable tool collector with a fine collection housed in his own museum. I knew
when I visited him it was not going to be a
quick visit as he loved to spin a tale or two.
There was always some fresh applejack
Bill Phillips
hidden under the steps and his lovely wife
made the best soup for lunch. He will be missed dearly by
all CRAFTS members. It put a smile to my face when his
wife informed me he was put to rest in his favorite attire –
a pair of coveralls – a true tool man to the end. 

W

February and April Meetings by Dave Nowicki

FEBRUARY MEETING

FRANK KLAUSZ - CHISELS AND OTHER THINGS
It’s not surprising that longtime CRAFTS member Frank
Klausz, has become one of the most recognized experts in
woodworking circles. Thousands of budding woodworkers
have seen his presentations on the many facets of woodworking, both in person and via his DVDs. Frank is also the
author of many articles which have been published by the
major woodworking magazines. For those who may not
know, Frank learned cabinetmaking in his native country,
Hungary. As a youngster Frank grew up in, what he calls,
“the sticks” and says he was very familiar with an outhouse.
His father had the first bicycle in town and he grew up without electricity. It wasn’t until he was 16, and his family
bought their first radio, that he had electricity at home. His
apprenticeship as a cabinetmaker was more difficult than
most since he was apprenticed to his father. That is where
he gained the woodworking knowledge that he brought with
him to this country more than thirty years ago.
Frank has spoken on a wide variety of woodworking topics for CRAFTS and his presence always invokes a large
meeting turnout. With the beautiful weather we had in
February the hall was filled. The subjects of Frank’s talks
for CRAFTS are always about tools and their practical
application in woodworking. This afternoon’s presentation
was no exception and was about chisels. You can tell that
he loves his profession, always providing insight and
instruction to his audience. I don’t know how many hours a
week he spends at his bench but he really must feel very
comfortable with it because he didn’t hesitate to bring it
with him to the meeting. What a beautiful bench it is, made
of maple and, I think, bloodwood. This beautifully crafted
European style bench has appeared with Frank in several

woodworking magazines. It truly is a tour de force in bench
design and construction. Frank built it in 2004 (I only know
that because it’s signed and dated) and the joinery is what
you would expect, perfect. I know that I wasn’t the only one
drooling. Before he began he showed everyone a tool he
found for sale in the parking lot only a few minutes earlier.
It was a beautiful hammer with a stylized fish head and a
handle made of snakewood. Surrounding yourself with
beautiful tools will inspire a higher level of workmanship,
says Klausz.
With a wide variety of chisels around him, Frank began
his presentation. His first chisel set; purchased for $40
more than thirty years ago when he first arrived in this
country, are a part of his traveling kit of tools. Since they
were unmarked, he didn’t know who made them but said
they were good chisels and are still in use today. Chuck
Granick thought the chisels in question were probably
made by A.E. Berg, a Swedish manufacturer, famous for
making edge tools in the town of Eskiltuna, Sweden. Frank
then displayed a beautiful set of six chisels made by David
Jeske from Oregon City, Oregon under his company name,
Blue Spruce Tools. These had been purchased in November
2008 while at the Woodworking in America Conference held
in Berea, Kentucky, for the princely sum of $400. Frank
then posed a question, “What is the newest thing in woodworking tools in the past ten years? His answer was “cryogenics”. The cryogenic treatment of steel is a tempering
process by which the steel is cooled in liquid nitrogen at 320F for between ten and forty hours. This is in addition to
the normal heat treating and tempering process.
Depending upon the type of steel used, the cryogenic tempering process can significantly increase the wear ability of
the steel. Lie-Nielsen chisels with their A2 steel are treated
this way. It’s said that Swiss watchmakers during the 1850’s
were known to have cooled their watch parts in snow banks
because after this cooling process they would wear better
than those that had not been cooled.

TESTING CHISELS:
In 1995 Frank, along with several other noted craftsmen,
was asked to test a few chisels by American Woodworker
magazine. The chisels selected for the test were made by
Sorby, Footprint, Stanley, Marples and several other
western manufacturers. In addition two Japanese chisels
were to be included. In all, nine different chisels were
tested. An audience member asked who made the two
Japanese chisels and without blinking an eye, Frank
A magnificent workbench

Continued on page 4
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FRANK KLAUSZ CHISELS AND OTHER THINGS
Continued from page 3

ed in the overall evaluation. The total time that Frank
spent on the American Woodworker chisel test was three
days. Since he had not had a chance to test any of the
Blue Spruce chisels, which were not available for the
original test, Frank grabbed one
and proceeded to chop the oak end
grain, it did a beautiful job.

replied,”they were
made in Japan by
the
Japanese”.
Before any physical
MORTISING CHISELS
tests were performed the chisels
To show how mortises are cut with
were sent to a laboa mortising chisel Roy Underhill
ratory for hardness
(The Woodwright’s Shop), at the
testing, All tested to
Woodworking in America seminar
a hardness of about
held last year, came up with the
RC60 with a grain
idea of mortising behind a piece of
size of about 7.
glass, to show how mortising chisNext, Frank sharpels work,. Frank set up the demonened all of the chisstration just as Underhill did. It
els, starting with a
was an eye opening view. You can
1000 grit water
really see how the mortise chisel
stone, followed with
drives into the wood and lifts the
a 5000 grit stone
chips out. Also, by staying away
and finishing with a
from the edges of the mortise the
15000 grit stone to
chips can be levered without damFranks first chisel set, probably made by A.E. Berg Eskiltuna, Sweden
polish the backs.
aging the shoulders of the mortise.
Sharpening each chisel averaged about 4 1/2 minutes,
some took a bit more time and some less. Frank fielded
questions about testing for sharpness. Shaving the hair
on your arms is not necessary to prove sharpness and
you’ll end up with no hair on your arms. “Did you evaluate the sharpness out of the box and before sharpening?”
Frank responded, “There is a misunderstanding that chisels are ready to use when you receive them. They are not;
they need to be honed before use.” Frank then recreated
the testing he performed for American Woodworker magazine. It consisted of chopping the end grain on a block
of hardwood that was approximately 3 inches wide by
eight inches tall and eighteen inches long which was
securely clamped to the bench. Each chisel was used to
chop endgrain approximately an eighth of an inch thick
and about three inches down the face of the oak. This is
an admittedly tough test and the chisels were evaluated
on the quality of the wood surface left behind as well as
the edge remaining on each chisel after the cut. Most of
the chisels tested passed with varying degrees of edge
retention , however one chisel in particular left an edge
that was very poor, it looked like a saw blade. This chisel was highly rated by some of the others involved in the
original test. Franks favorite chisel, for the money, the
Marples, fared very well. Though the handle is rounded
Franks first chisel set, probably made by A.E. Berg Eskiltuna,
Frank suggests that the user should modify it by cutting
Sweden
off about a half inch of the top of the handle to flatten it
so that a mallet won’t glance off. This chisel is now made
What was really amazing was how fast a mortise can be
by Irwin but is basically the same chisel. For the original
completed. It seems easier to hand cut a mortise or two
test, the chisels were all resharpened to bring them back
than to use a router given that the time it takes to set-up
to usability. This additional sharpening time was includa router is about as long as it takes to cut a mortise.
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Also, I was very surprised that the glass didn’t break considering the forces applied to chop the mortise. If you
have access to the internet and would like to see the Roy
Underhill video entitled “Mortising under glass”,
go to http://www.popularwoodworking.com/article/mortising_under_glass/. This was the end of the chisel presentation but Frank wasn’t finished yet. He had several more
things to talk about.

CROWN MOLDING PLANE
A few years ago Frank was asked by Herb Kean, if he could
make crown molding? He said yes, that he would use a plow
plane and some hollows and rounds just as any cabinet
maker would. Herb then asked if he could make a crown
molding plane and make the molding with that plane for a
CRAFTS presentation. Frank said sure, but soon realized
that he had put himself in a bind and he now had to make
the plane. By the way, the crown molder is a carpenter’s tool
not a cabinet maker’s tool, says Frank. That’s because the
crown molding plane cannot be turned around when you run
into the grain reversals in hardwoods that the cabinet maker
frequently encounters. After finishing the handled crown
molder, Frank made a new blade for it. Hardening was the
next step and it was heated to a straw color and immediately quenched in oil. Frank said that it has worked as well as
any plane blade he has ever used. He took the handled
crown molder out of the custom case he made for it and proceeded to go to work on a piece of pine. The plane performed
beautifully with lots of fluffy shavings flying everywhere. The
piece of molding was completed quickly and, it
seemed, almost effortlessly, though Frank said
that he could skip a visit
to the gym today. On the
last pass the blade was
adjusted to take a very fine cut,
after which, the shavings were
used to burnish the molding.
A question from the audience about the choice of
wood for his demonstration went something
like this; did you

Franks handled crown molding plane in use by its maker

pick a piece of wood that’s easy to plane, and Frank’s
response was, “Of course, do you think I’m stupid?

LAST BUT NOT LEAST
As his ending to a fine day, Frank said that it wouldn’t be an
afternoon with Frank Klausz if you didn’t cut some dovetails, so that was next on the agenda. He really makes it
look easy. Actually there is nothing about woodworking that
he doesn’t make look so very easy. Frank is a crusader
when it comes to dovetailing. While everyone else is using
jigs and special squares, etc., he just goes for it with a
gauge to scribe the thickness of the wood he is joining and

Cutting dovetails

a saw to cut with. On this day, however, he was using something new, a new hold-down made by Grammercy Tools
which worked perfectly. He said he used to use cast iron
holdfasts but they constantly broke as cast iron doesn’t flex
very well. The new one is blacksmith made and is a pleasure to use; he said that more than once. A pair cost less
than $30, a true bargain. If you haven’t seen Frank cut
dovetails before or watched him tune up hand tools I recommend that you pick up one of his DVD’s available at his
website: http://frankklausz.com/videos.html.
I know that I can speak for everyone who attended Frank’s
presentation in saying that he provided a very enjoyable,
enlightening and entertaining afternoon. 
The Tool Shed June 2009
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APRIL MEETING

MORE TIMBER FRAMING WITH JIM BODE
This is a continuation of the presentation that Jim made at
the CRAFTS picnic last September. It was then that he
started with a log and showed how the timber framer would
square-up one side of a log and from there square-up the
remaining sides to create a timber. Today’s presentation
showed how to take that timber and prepare a mortise and
tenon joint to join two timbers into what is called a bent.
Because it was a magnificent day, probably the nicest day
of the year, with blue skies and temperatures in the low sixties, the timber framing activities were held outdoors. As he
began, Jim repeated a timber framing mantra; this is a craft
where “you can go into the woods with your tools and come
out with a barn”. Although it’s an ancient craft, timber framing today is alive and well and in practice all over the country. Those who are doing it for a living are incorporating
modern technology to speed the process
but the basic engineering, layout and
joinery are the same. Tools such as
chain mortisers, gang saws, lasers
and CNC routers have joined the
axe, the square and the chisel to
bring the craft into the 21st century. There are, however, those
who are timber framing for
the pure love of the craft.
Many are using just the
chisels, axes and
squares that our
ancestors used to
build their homes
and barns.

Shaping the trenails on the shaving horse
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The first thing on the agenda was to cut some
treenail pins, also known as trunnels or trenails which
are used for draw boring the mortise and tenon together. They are split with a froe or axe rather than sawn so
that there is a continuous fiber from one end
to the other for
strength. They are
shaped with a draw
knife while being held
in the jaws of the shaving horse and Jim was
sizing these to be
approximately an inch
an a half to an inch and
nine sixteenths inches
in diameter to match
the diameter of the
auger that would be
used to bore holes for
the pins. These pins
were needed by the
hundreds for even a
modest sized building
and would be made by
the least skilled labor
at the site. The first
thing that was done to
a timber that was
Riving the trenails with a froe
selected was to make a
squaring end cut which
is laid out with a framing square. Then the timber
framer selected the best face and then the best adjacent
face to establish the best corner. All measurements for
the mortise and tenon are taken from that squared edge
and those faces. Jim told us the way to cut square is
to always see the line. He sawed a kerf horizontally across the top and made a pencil line down
both sides. With the saw pointing upwards 45
degrees, he cut down one side and then the
other, finishing it with a level cut. The line was
always in view. The tenon is laid out and is
sawn out in the same fashion as the timber
starting with a squaring cut and finished with a slick
and a rabbet plane to square the shoulders. The mortise is laid out in the same way and then the majority
of the waste is removed with a beam boring machine

and then trued up with a chisel. This could also be done
with a simple t-handled auger but would be much slower. The important thing to remember when boring is not
to overlap the holes since the bit will have a tendency
to wander and to follow the already bored hole. When
asked how long a mortise and tenon joint should take to
complete, Jim said that timber framing students are
expected to finish a joint from layout to completion
within an hour. Jim was making good time. One obvious
thing to note was the mountain of shavings and wood
waste that this process created. I’m sure that another
important job was the continual removal of this material from the work area. With the many joints made for a
single building, enormous amounts of waste would
begin to pile up. I could imagine that not only would it
get in the way but that you could actually lose your tools
in this stuff. Corner chisels are not used often but Jim
said that they would be most used to define the corners
of a mortise in very hard woods like oak. Swan neck or
lock mortise chisels, a typically English tools, were not
used by timber framers but Jim used one here to clean
the bottom of the mortise and it worked very well. After
a few trials the mortise and tenon joint came together
smoothly and was taken apart to begin the process of
draw boring, which will secure the mortise and tenon
joint. With drawboring, the holes for the trenails are
bored through both sides of the mortise so that the trenails can be driven out if the joint ever needs to be
taken apart. For the next step, the tenon is fitted into
the mortise and is driven
home. Then the tenon is
marked with the point of
the auger through the
holes bored in the side of
the mortise.
The tenon
is
then

Cutting the tenon

removed so that the holes through the tenon can be
completed. These holes are offset about 1/16 of an inch
toward the shoulder of the tenon. When the trenails are
driven into the mortise, the tenon is pulled into the mortise to secure it. No glues were ever used nor were they
ever necessary in timber framed buildings. The joined
timbers are called bents and many are made for a single building. Jim told us that, with enough manpower
and with the frames laid out and ready to go, a house or
barn can be put up in as little as an hour. “One thing to
remember”, he said, “When raising a timber frame
building; you’re dealing with tens of thousands of
pounds of wood”. It is serious business.
Jim proved that timber framing is not for the weak or
faint of heart, it takes a great deal of strength and agility,
not to mention skill, to move these timbers around. This
kind of work will certainly take the place of your gym membership. He also showed us that it’s sometimes difficult to
talk when you’re out of breath. The meeting attendees really got into it and Jim was ably assisted throughout his presentation by Ed Modugno and Joe Hauck. We all had a wonderful afternoon and thoroughly enjoyed learning about timber framing. I know everyone is looking forward to more
timber framing afternoons in the future, especially if the
weather is as cooperative. 

Drilling the mortise with the beam borer
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IRON AND STEEL IN TOOLS
Continued from page 1

surface gives the material its name. In large castings, the
interior remains hot long enough to allow the carbon to
escape from the carbide as black graphite flakes. These
give “gray cast iron” its color and their sharp edges concentrate stress and cause embrittlement.
“Malleable iron” has taken various forms, usually requiring an annealing step. A form developed in the mid twentieth century is “Nodular iron”. By careful addition of magnesium to a cast iron melt, on cooling its carbon deposits in
smooth particles (nodules) rather than sharp graphitic
plates. Certain grades can be stretched more than 18%.

Pig iron is poured in sand molds lined up looking like suckling pigs.

STEEL
An early form of steel was produced in India in the first
century BC by a primitive crucible process – it was of
good quality, and its name (Wootz) was appropriated by
English steelmakers for their better quality product.
Early English steel was made by heating bars of low
carbon iron (preferably Swedish, for its lower contaminants) with charcoal in a sealed brick chamber for days,
and selecting bars which had absorbed the proper
amount of carbon. This was the common steel (called
“blister steel”) until Huntsman found a way (1740) to
make suitable crucibles in commercial sizes and crucible steel replaced it.
Until then, steel was expensive, and early cutting
tools such as axheads and plane irons were made by
welding a small amount of steel to the cutting edge of
the wrought iron body. This was not an easy weld, as the
welding temperature preferred was different for the two
metals. If not well done, some separation can be found
in such “steeled” tools.
While primarily an alloy of iron and carbon, many different compositions of steel are available, with other
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Details of a Wootz steel blade of a Kurdish dagger dated middle to late 18th Century

chemical elements added to achieve specific results.
Their properties are determined by their heat treatment, which is a subject that fills many books. Here we
try only to describe the behavior of the “high-carbon
steel” used in chisels, gouges and similar tools, during
hardening and tempering as practiced by a practical
craftsman.
A complete description of a metal’s behavior needs
more than chemical analysis: physical changes caused
by heat can produce wide variation in properties. The
same atoms bound together in different crystalline
forms can have quite different properties. An extreme
example is pure carbon, which can exist as either
graphite or diamond. Iron atoms can crystallize in different arrangements also, each at a different temperature. The form of iron that is stable at room temperature
(ferrite) accepts very little carbon within its crystal
structure, and such steel segregates its carbon in a separate phase either free as graphite or as iron carbide.
Steel is in this form if it has been heated to high temperature and very slowly cooled, a process called
annealing.
Heating a small billet of steel with a
propane torch and watching it as it warms, the first
indication of a dark red color is noted at about 1400
degrees F: at this point the steel is no longer attracted
by a magnet. You may notice that the color stops brightening after this point although heating continues. The
steel has reached a temperature that favors a different
crystal structure (austenite), and the change to this
structure soaks up heat. Once this is well advanced, the
color brightening resumes. At bright cherry red, the
change is complete and much of the steel’s carbon,
more soluble in the new crystal, is dissolved by it.
Excess forms a hard iron carbide (cementite). If the billet is then cooled very slowly (such as by burying in fireplace ash or sand overnight), it enters the soft state
called annealed steel. On the other hand, if the red-hot
billet is quenched in water, the crystal structure does
not change to the low temperature form but instead
forms a very hard phase called martensite. This
quenched steel is too brittle, and must be toughened by
heating to about 300 degrees F to allow some of its hard

phases to adapt a softer form. This process is called
tempering.
When tempering, the hardness decreases as the temperature increases. Professionally, this is controlled
with temperature instrumentation, but the craftsman
gets good results by providing a bright surface on the
piece to be tempered and following the color of the
oxide film that
forms.
This
color is not a
measure of the
hardness, but
only the temperature of the
piece
(even
mild steel gives
the same color
changes, but
does
not
change in hardness). The first
appearance of
a light straw
color indicates
a good point to
stop
heating
and
water
quench
the
Details of a Wootz steel blade of a
Kurdish dagger dated middle to late
piece to get the

desired hardness without too much brittleness, as for a
plane blade. Continuing the heating deepens the color,
with blue accepted only if toughness is important, as
with spring steel. The hardness of steel is usually measured by an instrument which presses a diamond point
into the metal and reports Rockwell hardness: the light
straw color should correspond with a Rockwell hardness of C60-61, well within the accepted range of “hardened steel”. A modern extension of thermal tempering
is cryogenic hardening. The transformation of structure
to martensite is incomplete after water quench. By
briefly immersing the steel in liquid nitrogen (-300
degrees F) the change is advanced and hardness
increased. 

18th Century

COLOR OF DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES
FOR TEMPERING STEEL
Temperature

Color
Pale yellow
Straw
Golden yellow
Brown
Brown dappled with purple
Purple
Dark blue
Bright blue
Pale blue

°F
428
446
469
491
509
531
550
567
610

°C
220
230
243
255
265
277
288
297
321

EAIA REGIONAL MEETING AT TUCKERTON NEW JERSEY
An Early American Industries Regional Meeting will be held at the Tuckerton Seaport, in Tuckerton, New Jersey
on October 10, 2009. The Tuckerton Seaport, about 25 miles north of Atlantic City, brings to life the sights, sounds and smells
of life that are unique to the Jersey Shore. The Seaport’s 40-acre site includes seventeen historic and recreated buildings
connected by a boardwalk, a maritime forest and wetlands nature trail, two houseboats, a decoy gallery,
a working boatworks building in which restorations of sneakbox designs of the Barnegat Bay occurs, a historic marine railway
(currently under reconstruction), decoy carving workshops, and the recreated Tucker’s Island Lighthouse.
The meeting will start with a tailgate tool sale. (Bring some tools to sell and it could pay for your whole trip!)
After some refreshments, we will tour the seaports grounds, buildings and boardwalk. After a lunch break we will be treated
to a special talk by someone whose name is synonymous with antique saws. From 1840 to the 1950’s the Disston Saw Company
of Philadelphia made more saws than any other saw company in the world. The company was started by Henry Disston
and our guest speaker will be Henry Disston Jr., a descendant of this famous family.
THIS IS ONE TALK YOU SHOULD NOT MISS!!
Registration is $10 per person & space is limited so register early.
Send for a registration form to:
The Tuckerton Seaport attn: Carl Bopp
120 West Main Street PO Box 52
Tuckerton, NJ 08087
Or email - www.tuckertonseaport.org
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AN OLD INDIAN LEGEND
THAT HAS COME TRUE
Sometimes I am
amazed at the coincidences that life throws our way. Take
this one for instance: Recently, Bob reminded me
that I needed a Kean Kuttins article for the June
issue and I started searching my brain for something to write about. Things are getting harder and
harder to remember anymore. (But that’s another story).
Then I got a letter from my buddy, Eric Peterson, that
had an article about how to make a wooden arrow with
both a large head and a large feather go through a steel
washer, with only a little room to spare on the shaft.
However, when I read the article, I realized that it was
done by splitting the wood and gluing it back together
after it was inserted through the washer. I guess this
was in response to my Kean Kuttins on splitting the center ball on a brace. I put the letter aside temporarily,
planning to write him about how it is REALLY done
without splitting. (Yes, it can be done).
Next came the coincidence. My mailman was being promoted, and came in to talk to me about it, as we got along
famously over the years. He asked me if I would give him
the Legend write-up about the wooden arrow through the
wooden block of wood with almost NO room to spare for the
shaft. See Photos. I had previously given him a small version of the trick. I figured I could kill two birds with one
stone by writing it up as a Kean Kuttins. Remember, the
Legend is a very old story that you must judge for yourself
as to it’s accuracy. However, the manner of putting the trick
arrow into the block of wood is 100% true. Here are both:
An Indian Princess had fallen in love with one of the
tribe’s rogues, and the Chief forbid their marriage. After
many secret meetings with her lover, the Princess finally
approached the Chief and tried to explain to him that her
Brave was not really as bad as he thought. The Chief would
have none of it. In frustration, the daughter asked, ”What is
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Basswood arrow 17”, Walnut block appx.
2 1/2” cube. Arrow shaft 1/2” diameter.
Arrow head 1 1/8” wide, 1/2” thick.

it that he
can do to prove to you
that he is worthy of my hand.” The Chief
thought a while and decided not to just
reject the idea out of hand and replied, “ Let him put
an arrow completely though a block of wood without a split
showing anywhere.” The Princess looked crestfallen, as she
knew he could never do that; in fact she didn’t believe anyone could do it. But she also knew it best not to argue with
her father, particularly him being Chief.
When she told her loved one of the “impossible” task
that the Chief set for their marriage, the Brave reacted with
anger at first. Then a sly look came over his face, and he
announced that, “I will do it for you, or die trying”. The
amount of bravado in his voice should have tipped off the
Princess that something was up. But the Brave disappeared
for a few days, and then returned with— of all things: AN
ALL-WOOD ARROW THROUGH A LARGE BLOCK OF
WOOD WITH NO SPLITS ANYWHERE-!!
She could hardly hide her delight, but then realized that
knowing the previous character of the Brave, he must have
cheated somewhere. She put it straight to him “Did you
cheat”? Feigned shock and then the response, “How could
you think I would do that”? Even so, she was a little hesitant about taking the piece to her father, until the Brave
coaxed her into it, claiming all responsibility.
Naturally the Chief’s first thought was: “You must
have split it somewhere and pressed it back together
with the sacred sap blisters of the balsam tree.” “No
guess again”, was the smirky answer. The Chief chose

not to be embarrassed or embarrass his daughter,
one piece, as is the block. 4) They were not carved
either way, in front of this Brave, so he called a
originally from one piece as they are of different
Council and had all the minor Chiefs, including the
woods. 5) You do not soak it first BEFORE trying to
Medicine Man come up with questions as to how it was
get it through the hole in the block. That only makes
done. The answers were all to the negative. The Brave
it swell. This could go on and on, but I think you realkept saying that it was powerful medicine that he
ize that it is a trick, and want to get to that part.
alone had, and should be enough to allow him to marry
The block can be anything, wood, metal, stone, bone
the Princess. As each of the many, many suggestions
— it makes no difference, as the trick is in the arrow.
proved to be wrong, the Chief and the Council finally
Also, the feather end of the arrow can be as large as you
agreed that this Brave had powerful medicine. And he
want, as that also is not involved in the trick. The arrow
married the Princess. However, the Chief was right to
itself should be out of quarter-sawn basswood, one of
start with, as the Brave ran off with the first pretthe most compressible woods in that orientation
ty maiden that showed up from another
that we can easily find today. The key here is
tribe. —— (If you don’t like this endthe wood’s ability to compress in a vise
ing, change it to the classic: “And
WITHOUT SPLITTING. Quarter-sawn
they lived happily ever after”.)
helps. After some trial and error,
How did he do it? Or more
you will know just how large to
important, how can it be done
cut the arrow head to get it into
today. Photos show the piece
the compressed state and
as described by the Chief.
forced through the hole in the
(It’s not the same one, or at
block. When you finally get it
least I don’t think so.) There
through without it splitting off
are a few answers that will
at the edges, soak it in a cup of
get rid of the preliminary
water and it will amaze you how
Hole in block gives only
questions: 1) there are no
quickly it will “grow” back to its
1/64” clearance to the shaft!
splits anywhere, either in the
original condition. Then everything
block or the arrow. 2) There is no
can be sanded smoothly and you can
glue anywhere, either in the block or
marry an Indian Princess too. 
the arrow. 3) The arrow is completely

THIS EXPLAINS A LOT: US standard railroad gauge
Does the statement, “We’ve always done it like that” ring any bells? The US standard railroad gauge (distance between the
rails) is 4 feet, 8.5 inches. That’s an exceedingly odd number. Why was that gauge used? Because that’s the way they built
them in England, and English expatriates built the US Railroads. Why did the English build them like that? Because the first rail
lines were built by the same people who built the pre-railroad tramways, and that’s the gauge they used.
Why did “they” use that gauge then? Because the people who built the tramways used the same jigs and tools that they
used for building wagons, which used that wheel spacing. Okay! Why did the wagons have that particular odd wheel spacing? Well, if they tried to use any other spacing, the wagon wheels would break on some of the old, long distance roads in
England, because that’s the spacing of the wheel ruts.
So who built those old rutted roads? Imperial Rome built the first long distance roads in Europe (and England) for their
legions. The roads have been used ever since. And the ruts in the roads? Roman war chariots formed the initial ruts, which
everyone else had to match for fear of destroying their wagon wheels. Since the chariots were made for Imperial Rome, they
were all alike in the matter of wheel spacing.
The United States standard railroad gauge of 4 feet, 8.5 inches is derived from the original specifications for an Imperial
Roman war chariot. And bureaucracies live forever. So the next time you are handed a specification and wonder what horse’s
ass came up with it, you may be exactly right, because the Imperial Roman military chariots were made just wide enough to
accommodate the back ends of two war horses.
Now, the twist to the story. When you see a Space Shuttle sitting on its launch pad, there are two big booster rockets
attached to the sides of the main fuel tank. These are solid rocket boosters, or SRBs. The SRBs are made by Thiokol at their
factory in Utah. The engineers who designed the SRBs would have preferred to make them a bit fatter, but the SRBs had to
be shipped by train from the factory to the launch site. The railroad line from the factory happens to run through a tunnel in
the mountains. The SRBs had to fit through that tunnel. The tunnel is slightly wider than the railroad track, and the railroad
track, as you now know, is about as wide as two horses’ behinds.
So, a major Space Shuttle design feature of what is arguably the world’s most advanced transportation system was determined over two thousand years ago by the width of a horse’s ass.
And you thought being a HORSE’S ASS wasn’t important.
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CRAFTS of New Jersey
P.O.Box 372
Claverack, NY 12513

Upcoming Tool Events
May 27-30 – EAIA Annual Meeting - Kansas City
www.eaiainfo.org
June 7 – CRAFTS Meeting
1PM Host Masonic Lodge, Highbridge, NJ
June 18-20 – M-WTCA National Meeting
Lexington, KY
Contact: Bob Fields 704-393-1282
www.mwtca.org
July 20-24 – EAIA – Eastfield Summer Workshops
July 30-August 1 – Martin J. Donnelly Antique Tools Open House
Auction and Joint Tool Meeting Avoca, NY
800-869-0695 www.mjdtools.com
August 23 - M-WTCA Area P Dealer show/sale Shupp’s Grove,
Adamstown, PA,
Starts at dawn.
Don Stark, Starkcd@aol.com, 717-367-5207.
September 13 – CRAFTS Picnic
Brady Camp, NJ - www.craftsofnj.org

Want Ads
NEED HELP disposing of your tools or home
items? Entire or partial house clean-outs available. Call Steve Zluky, (908)534-2710.
WANTED: Old open frame band saw, where the
lower wheel is heavier than the top wheel. Need
not be complete. Ed Hobbs, 4417 Inwood Rd,
Raleigh, NC 27603-3315
hobbsed@portbridge.com
JIMBODETOOLS.COM
The Largest Antique Tool Website on Earth
Buying and Selling Fine Antique Tools Ph:
518-537-8665 email: jim@jimbodetools.com
JUST A NOTE to advise anyone interested
that I have just added a number of articles
and other information to the web site
Yesteryears tools.com Thanks, Tom Lamond Tom@yesteryearstools.com
Looking for antique tools marked “UNION
MADE” for research project. Would like a
photo or offer to sell. Contact Stewart May
mayheuisra@optonline.net
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